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Maine Left
$i55,000
For Students
Scholarship Fund
Is Largest Ever
By

DICK

Sr.

Annual Tuition Rates
Will Drop $35 Next
Semester, Hauck Says
Trustees Take Action Following
State Legislature Appropriation

JAMES

The University of
receive a scholarship
ing approximately
President Arthur A.
nounced Tuesday.

Number 17

BY DICK SPRAGUE
President Arthur A. Hauck has announced that a $35 cut in
annual tuition and fees will become effective next September by
action of the Board of Trustees.
The $35 decrease will not affect out-of-state students, according
to the announcement. The trustee action reduces the charges for
tuition and fees for residents€
from $330 to $295 for the academic year. Non-residents will
continue to pay $455 per year
for tuition and fees.

Maine will
fund total$155,000,
Hauck an-

The fund, created under a deed of
trust by Edward D. and Helen B.
Hemingway, is the largest ever received for scholarships. It will be
known as the Helen B. Hemingway
Memorial fund.
The fund will be "used within the
discretion of the trustees, both as to
income and principal, for the granting of scholarships to worthy students
of the University of Maine."
Dr. Hauck said that the principal,
‘:f which $40,000 has been received already. will be invested and the scholarships will be taken from the yearly
interest. The interest will probably
am 'nut to between $5.000 and $6,000.
he said.
Dr. Hauck stressed that more than
-re scholarship will be set up. The
number will be dependent on the yearly rate of interest
The Hemingways made their home
in Philadelphia but were summer residents of Maine. It is said that Mr.
Hemingway first became interested
in the University when he attended a
commencement program here.

Illness In Fa mily
Delays Rites For
Miss Chambers

The Board of Trustees decided to
make the cut after a $200,000 appropriation was made for the University
at a special session of the state legisThe body of Miss Kathleen R.
!attire. This is $100.000 less than the Chambers, instructor in English who
sum requested by the University for died in an auto accident north of Old
each year of the present biennial pe- Town last Sunday,
was removed to
riod.
Saco for interment yesterday.
Budgets Were Cut
Funeral services will be delayed beThe $75 tnition increase, which because both surviving members of Miss
For the last seventeen years this cannon has been resting
came effective in September. 1949. is
in front of Fernald hall, but we hadn't noticed it until our roving
producing $169.500. according to a Chambers' immediate family are ill.
photographer pointed it out to us last Saturday. The pert little
summary rcport to the special session Her mother, Mrs. Caroline Chambers
creature warming herself on it is Elaine Lockhart. who hasn't
of the legislature. The report said that ( 314 Lakeview. \Vest Palm Beach,
been here that long. We've noticed her, though.
"hoped-for salary adjustments were Fla.). and sister. Mrs. John Hordines
—Pick Spraftne Photo
curtailed, budgets for operation and
(Sampson. N. Y.). are unable to
mai-tenance were cut and substan.tially all road repairs were omitted travd at present.
Buriel will be in the family lot at
;from the 1949-50 budget."
Saco.
The only permanent provision for
'he University at present is the "mill
Dr. Clarence R. Hatch, assistant
•:;x." The University receives one mill professor of romance languages, who
:-rom the seven and one-quarter mill was injured in the same accident, is
The question oi senior finals in the
tax levied on all property. The money in Osteopathic Hospital at Lincoln,
second semester will be discussed and
from this amounts to $762.176 for Me. His condition this week was redecided upon before the end of this
Eight Men's Student senators have each of the 1949-50 and the
1950-51 ported at satisfactory, and it is ex. semester.
been dismissed from the senate for years. which falls far below the need- pected that he will be able to return
Professor John E. Stewart, chair- failure to attend at least three out of of the University.
to his classes within a month.
man of the faculty committee on final every four sessions.
20-Year Old Grant
Miss Chambers, who joined the
The rising cost of operating a state examinations,
said this week that the
As stipulated in the Men's Senate
In a speech here last Friday, Gov. English department in 1946. had her
university means that the University
issue could not have been settled in constitution, "A member of the Men's
Frederick G. Payne stated that the B.A. from Barnard College and an
of Maine needs more money, Gover- time
to affect this year's senior class Student senate must attend a mini- University
is still operating on a state M.A. from the University of Maine.
nor Frederick G. Payne told a class
because of the fact that the faculties mum of 75% of the total number
of grant of 20 years ago. The appropria- She had taught in public schools in
in Maine government last Thursday
of the various colleges meet only meetings during the school year. tion has
not been adjusted to rising Maine and Massachusetts. From 1944
The governor's address was one in every
other month.
When
a
member
has
been
absent
from
costs,
feels,
he
and the individual stu- to 1946, she was on the staff of Miss
a series arranged by Dr. Edward F.
He noted that as a result the vari- 25% or more of the total number of dent has had to bear an additional fi- Hawes' school in Miami.
Dow. head of the history and governous faculties had only two meetings meetings, the ward which he repre- nancial burden.
She n;' 41 year:'Id.
ment department.
in which to discuss the report after it sents shall be notified that the member
According to President Hauck.
Pointing out that the mill tax on
been submitted by the special is no longer a qualified representative $25,000 of the
property for the support of the Uni- had
recent appropriatio:
committee
of the Men's senate.
and that he shall be replaced under will be used for scholarships and stuversity is no longer sufficient, the
(Continued on Page Five)
(Continued on Page Five)
dent aid.
Maine executive said that the University should not be expected to
maintain its high educational stanThe Good Will c;hest drive %%as
dards without increased financial supformally launched by President Hauck
port.
:;unday at the Louis Oakes room.
Payne also saw danger in what he
President Hauck and John Dineen,
described as a trend from local to
president of the board of governors.
state control of public education. He
gave their views on the drive. They
Embassy week, March 13-16, will
Tuesday seminar. starting at 3:45 and Politics." at 2:45 p.m., NVednescalled for the return to more local
pointed out the responsibility that
control, calling it more democratic feature a variety of seminars. Led by p.m. in Carnegie hall. will include: day.
captain is taking upon himself—
each
and the means for better government. outstanding religious workers, they "Why Religion—Devotion to God?"
At 3:45, Rabbi David Berent of the job of contacting all the men asled by Rev. Father Flynn and "Reli- Lewiston will head the seminar."Why
If Maine people want an educa- will be open to all students.
signed to him.
The seminars will start Monday at gion and Marriage." k.!by Rev. Na- Religion—an Ethical Code?" in the
tional system they can be proud of,
The students are already being conthey must realize that such a system 3:45 p.m. "Why religion—the Integra- thaniel M. Guptill of South Portland. Louis Oakes room.
tacted
and so far have been very
An advanced seminar will be held at
%%ill cost them more tax money than tion of Life" will be led in the Louis
"Religion and the Individual" will
satisfactory.
Oakes room by Dr. Arthur E. Wil- 2:45 in the MCA Cabinet room on be discussed by Father Joseph P.
they arc now paying, he said.
The goal of the drive is set at $3.000
son of Providence, R. I. At the same "Religion and Democracy." led by Dr. Flynn at the same hour in Carnegie
the deadline s Monday. Feb. 6.
and
John
A.
Hutchinson.
Professor
of
Retime.
Rabbi Morris Bekritsky of PortAt 7:30. "Religion and the World
Klein Reported Better
land will head a discussion. "Conflict ligion at Williams College,
Today" will be led by Dr. John A.
Dr. John F. Klein, professor of Ger- of Civil Rights and Religion," in CarAt 7:30 in the Louis Oakes room, Hutchinson in the Louis Oakes room.
Junior Women Only
Rabbi Melvin Weinman of Waterbury.
man, is now resting comfortably at his negie Hall.
The final seminar. at 3:45 in the
returnavenue,
after
College
At
p.m.
home, 66
7:30
Monday. the Rev. Jo- Conn., will lead the seminar, "Reli- Louis Oakes room, will be led by
Dean Edith \\
requests that all
ing from the Eastern Maine General seph P. Flynn, C.S.P., of New York gion and the Hydrogen Bomb."
Father Joseph Flynn, Mr. Nathaniel junior women interested in applying
hospital in Bangor. He suffered a City, will head the seminar, "Does "How active should religion be in M. Guptill. and Rabbi David Berent. for the position of senior resident
for
heart attack early last Thursday morn- Religion Have a Role in Education?" politics?" will be one of the questions The topic will! he, "Where We Stand next year should see her as soon as
in the Lottii Oakes room.
ing.
discussed in the seminar : "Religion in American democracy."
possible.

Governor Payne
Stresses Rising
University Costs

1

Finals Question Senators AWOL
Awaits Action Once Too Often;
Eighi- Expelled

Good Will Drive
Launched By Hauck

Embassy Week,March 13-16, Will Feature Leaders
In Many Religions;Many Topics To Be Discussed

Page Two

Senate Discusses Good Wiii;
Underwrites Frosh Handbook
Bob Moran, president of °CUM N10.
enlivened an otherwise placid meeting
of the General Student Senate last
Tuesday night with questions concerning the Good Will chest, now in its
yearly campaign.
Moran asked about the various organizations which comprise the chest,
whether or not they spend a large
amount of their budget on just administrative work, and who the officers of
the various organizations which share
the Good-Will budget were.
Mary Whitcomb, co-chairman of the
campaign committee, answered by stat-

American Friends Society Proving Great Help
In Aiding Wide Variety Of Student Programs

ine tat all th.: o:-gani-:,it:ms conEr EDITH CURTIS
cerned are non-profit, with no adminis"The desire to help others is most
trative costs, and that the funds are , inlportant," jean Fairfax, of the .Amerused wholly for the benefit of poor , i,-an Friends service, said recently.
students, both American nnd foreign. "There is so much that needs to be
The Senate then voted unanimously done."
to contribute $10 to the current drive. I The American Friends service sponAmerica, Mexico,
The senate also voted to take over ' sors work camps in
and Europe, international relations
eublieation of the Freshman handbook
seminars, tal-;es pert in industry projand requested that more study he made ects, and work in mental hospitals.
of their assuming finaneial responsiMiss Fairfax maintains headquarters
bility for the book. The fact that the , at Cambridge, Mass., and travels about
MCA lost $200 in publishing the book I New England. visiting colleges and
last year led to the senate request.
I schools. She has been the New Eng-
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land representative for this movement , turing to classes in social problems and
international relations. Between classes,
for about a year.
she met and talked with students inPreviously, she worked with students
terested in entering this field of social
in Austria for more than two years. work for the summer or for a career.
She told of the challenges in that counWork camps consist of a physical
try which she constantly met.
project, such as building a community
Graduated From Michigan
center or repairing a school building
Porn in Cleveland, she attended the for an underprivileged community.
schools there and was graduated from These projects are open to both high
the University of Michigan in 1941. school and college students, although
Front there she went into student per- there are separate projects for each age
sonnel work and then into service rottp. The students study the probwork.
lems of the area where they are workComing to the University on Mon- ing and enter into the social life of the
day, Feb. 27, she spent two days lee- community.
International relation seminars are
usually held at isolated communities,
so that the group may work as a compact unit. Usually a seminar consists
of about 35 students, representing
j about 18 different countries. Current
! problems both in the social and political fields are discussed.
The intern-in-industry program is
one of the most interesting of the projects. Students take jobs in industries,
where they can study the labor management problems. There are also
seminars and speakers in connection
with this program. One purpose is the
hope that in this way labor problems
can be more clearly understood.
Intern Project
Similar to this project is one in
which students act as interns in mental
hospitals, so that they can more clearly understand the soda! problems involved. in both of these two programs
the students also receive wages.
There are about 1100 students in
service activities, and interest has increased greatly in the past few years.
In addition to the projects in the
United States, there are also many
projects abroad, both in the field of
reconstruction projects and student
study. This summer several student
groups will work in different countries
in Europe. Projects in Mexico are
concerned primarily with improving
the health and recreational facilities in
underprivileged communities.

CAMPUS
FAVORITES

Bill was an all-round athlete. He chose
football as his favorite sport, made the
varsity teams at Pomona Junior College
and also at the University of Oregon.

A Theta Chi, Bill enjoyed campus social
life. Found that it eased the pressure of
rugged athletics and his heavy study
schedule in Personnel Management.
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Upon graduation, Bill chose a future in
the Air Force. He "flew" his first Link
trainer as an Aviation Cadet in 1940. By
March,1941, he had won his pilot wings.

Rena
lacs," t

/Ise"
SHIRTS

The 1st Observation Squadron, Fort
Riley, Kansas was Lieutenant Reynolds'
first assignment. While there he met the
future Mrs. Reynolds. They married a
year later and now have two fine sons.

The Squadron moved to Panama, then
to the Pacific. Bill advanced from pilot
to operations officer to squadron commander. He came home a Major and
qualified for a Regular Commission.

Recently commended for peacetime work
—organizing and improving instruction
techniques—Major Reynolds, a "PilotProfessor", looks forward to a long and
gainful career in the U. S. Air Force.

If you are single, between the ages of 20 and 26112,
with at least two years of college, consider the many
career opportunities as a pilot or navigator In the
U. S. Air Force. Procurement Teams are visiting many
colleges and universities to explain these career
opportunities. Watch for them. You may also get full
details at your nearest Air Force Bose or U. S. Army
and U. S. Air Force Recruiting Station, or by writing to
the Chief of Staff, U. S. Air Force, Aft: Aviation Cadet
Branch, Washington 25, D. C.

U. S. AIR

FORCE

ONLY THE BEST CAN BE AVIATION CADETS!

lagSratt
SHIRTS $2_95
Here are the "smart" shirts college men like to wear. They're
neatly proportioned to fit comfortably; styled in the height of
campus tradition. You'll wear
them "cum laude" in classroom
and for extracurricular use. In
a wide range of your favorite
college styles.

CRYSTAL
Neckwear Shop
13 1 ranklin st.
( in thy M.% Ati

Singing
Not who

liangnr
Itifirk )

Fabric Shrinkage less than 1% by
Government Standard Test.
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Open House
May17 Date For 16th Maine
Day April 29; Day Activities,Says Stimpson
First Since War

Special Offer
SPORT COATS

Speech FraternitY
Installs Members;
York Gives Talk

Debaters Whip
.
New Brunswic
k

f

WI EMU THEATRES. hr.

g OPERA HOUSE
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PENOBSCOT AVIATION
Brewer Airport
blues?
Not i.hvti 'Mt Use ...

singing the

'Ielephone 5513

SUTLI'F TOBACCO CO.. 45 Fremont, S. F , Calf •

DAN GM,
March 4. 5, 6. 7
"THE OUTLAW"
Jane Russell, Jack Petite!

PARK
'BANGOR

"A1113( SW'
Robert Tayl,,r, Jolm I
"RADAR SECRET SERVICE"
John lb 's an!. Adt-le Jergens

South Brewer
March 5, 6, 7

"OLD HOME BREAD"

tiEINE93 BLEND
kciti tort! PIPE TOBACCO

BIJOU

March 3. 4

5TOOM

hop

M. L. French & Son

New Atlantic Restaurant

Aeronca has made
today's flying So Safe, So Simple that—
if you drive a car you can fly Aeroncal

Bangor
ick)
1% by

Pulp And Paper Foundation
Plans Proceed; Booklets Mailed

Plans arc now being made for the
ior some phase of the ‘vork.
Plans for the establishment of a praised the L niversity of Maine's
16th annual Maine Day, May 17. ; The campus mayoralty campaign is pulp and paper
foundation went ahead pioneering in this field.
Nearly all buildings on campus will John Stimpson
is general chairman of I coordinated with Maine Day so that this week as booklets were sent
out to
Referring to Maine as the "cradle
be thrown open to the public Satur- the traditiona
l cleanup and entertain- the new mayor is inaugurated in the
various organizations and individuals of industry's technical training," Ober
day, April 29, when the University ment affair,
morning
just
before
the
work starts.
and Bob Worrick, assisexplaining its purposes.
holds its first Open House in eight tant dean
said the University has "the experiof men, is the faculty ad- ' He then becomes a sort of ambassayears.
The foundation has been authorized ence
dor-at-large to oversee the projects
visor.
and necessary know-how to train
and spread good will among the by the board of trustees and it is proThe Open House program, which
Maine Day was instituted by Presiposed that sufficient funds be raised men for the industry."
workers.
was discontinued during the war dent Arthur
A. Hauck when he first
through
the pulp and paper industry
years, was formerly an annual spring took over
the reins of the University. Skit Is Big Feature
; and its affiliates to implement the Unievent which attracted visitors from all Last year,
Another
feature
Wristwatch Found
of
the
event
is the
to honor him for his 15
versity foundation.
over the state. According to Prof. years as
student-fa
culty
skit,
which
is
prepresident, "Prexy Hauck
A Banner wristwatch was found in
I Speaking last week at a luncheon
Benjamin Kent, chairman of the Open Day" was held
in conjunction with the sented on Maine Day night. "AnyI
meeting
Memorial
of
House committee, the 1941 program annual event.
the
gym following the MaineMaine
Pulp
and
thing
Paper
goes"
is
the
policy of this proA scholarship fund,
Alumni at the Roosevelt hotel in New Rhode Island game. The owner may
was attended by over 1500 high school donated by
duction
and
any
resemblan
ce
to
the
the students, was estabstudents during the day and between lished in his honor.
legitimate theatre is purely coinci- York, J. L. Ober, vice president of the recover it by identifying it at the
Scott Paper Company, Chester, Pa., Registrar's office.
700 and 800 University students, pardential.
ents, and other adults during the Clean-up Day
In addition, there's the InterfraterThe general purpose of Maine Day nity Sing,
evening.
a state series baseball game
Prof. Kent announced that the at- is to clean up the campus and provide with Bates, and refreshments for the
tendance policy of former years will entertainment for the workers. Both workers.
prevail this year. The buildings will student and faculty members chip in
Mary Whitcomb and Gene Gambe open from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. for to work and have fun.
mon are co-chairmen of the projects
A holiday is declared for the big committee. Other committee heads
visiting high school groups, and from
6:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. for University day, Wednesday, and the 24-hour cut are: Dwight Demeritt. mayoralty;
We will allow you $5.00 for your old sport
students and other interested adults. rule goes into effect. Project slips Keith Fowles, entertainment: George
coat towards a new one.
In stating this policy. Prof. Kent are passed out long before the event Morse, equipment; Jim Elliott, reYour old coat, if serviceable, will be donated
added that if students of the Universi- and everyone from the lowest fresh- freshments; Lyn Hill, Interfraternity
to charity.
ty find it impossible to attend during man to the president is expected to Sing; and Dick St. James, publicity.
• • • •
the evening they are welcome to vi('
the numerous exhibits during the day
New Spring Sport Coats are here
session.
New Colors—New Patterns—New Fabrics
Most departments of the University .
will sponsor exhibitions. Several departments have already announced
their plans. The Art department
I The University 4,1 Maine Debate
196 Exchange St.. Bangor
will feature "while-you-watch" crayon 1 Five students at the Universit
y of , team annexed
its 19th victory of the •
sketching of visitors and a water- !Maine
were installed Thursday night
I season last Saturday with a win over
color exhibit. The Chemistry depart: as members of Pi Kappa Delta, honment will give, among other things, a
; the University of New Brunswick.
When in Bangor, visit the
orary speech fraternity. A banquet
demonstration of liquid air.
i The debate held at Fredericton, New
Letters of invitation will soon be was given, and Dr. Robert M. York, ;i Brunswic
n
k. resulted in the first loss
sent to high schools and prep schools of the department of history and gov- i if the season
for finest in service, food, and atmosphere
for the Canadian dethroughout the state. Poster an- ; ernment, spoke on American diplo- i haters.
Mai. St.
Bangor
nouncements will be made.
macy in the Far East.
: The Maine team upheld the affirmaProf. Kent pointed out that Open I The five
••••••••••••••••••••••4.41.4.41.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••,...............,
students who were in- 1 tive on the prop9sition. Resolved: ..inoy....."....4,
•4.4.4%"0...,...I.N.I.0.4,1•••••••••MAIV•M".".
House (lay is an excellent chance for ; stalled were
Claire Shirley, Albert . That the Communist Party Should
YOUR LATEST OUTSTANDING SI'DEEN HITS
students of the University to become I Weymouth, Howard
Foley, George . be Outlawed in the United States and
better acquainted with their school. Brountas,
and George Hersey. Wil- Canada.
He said. "We hope to get all students ; ham L. \\liking.
of the University 1 Representing Niailie were
Francis t
acquainted with all departments. We ! speech departmen
t, was also made a ' Bean, '50. and George Hersey,
'52. ij
don't want anyone to leave the Uni- I member of
the fraternity.
ss
They were accompanied to New
versity without at least having seen ;
The
installati
on
ceremonie
were
s
;
l!runswick by Mr. Samuel V. Prit:
the insides- of all oer buildings."
i conducted by Margaret .Mollison, chard of the Speech Department.
i president of Pi Kappa Delta. Degrees
A return match between Maine and
Rev. Campbell Will
:I of special distinction were awarded to I New Brunswick will be held at Maine
! Donald Waring and Robert Moran. on March 24th.
IIANGOH
Lead Sunday Services
:;
OItUO
7Tareb 2, 3. 4
The Rev. Warren C. Campbell, ex\
ji
"SOL TH SEA SINNER"
ecutive secretary of the Council of
Wed. 8; Thurs.. Mar. 1-2
Special Rates to U. of M. Students
Churches of Greater Portland, will
..,11ey Winters. Macdonald
"JOAN OF ARC"
Individu
al
Styling
Photogr
in
aphy
(Technicolor)
conduct the religious service at the
Carey
"Portraits by Ernestine"
With
Little Theatre on Sunday, March 5
Studio at 142 Middle Street, Old Ton, Maine
INGRID BERGMAN
a.m.
at 11
by appointments only
March 5,6, 7,8
PREMIERE SHOWING.
Telephone Old Toon 512
The picture you have waited a
"DEAR WIFE"
long time to see.
Remember "Green Grow the I.i 111
Wed. & Thurs. Matinee 2:30
lacs," the Little theatre, March 27-25.
William Po hlen, Joan Caulfield
Children 50C. adults 74*
Evening 6:30 and 8:55
Adults $1.20—Childr(n 5ne

LEARN TO FLY!

Ise. In
ivor ice

Page Three

The Bread with the old style flavor

Nissen's Bakery Products

"GUNGA DIN"
Care 1;r:int. Victor NIcLaglen
"THE LOST PATROL"
Victor MeLagien. Boris KarlotT

h

5TUND i
111
Fri. & Sat.. March 3, 4
"BAGDAD"
(Technicolor)
Maureen O'Hara. Vincent Price
Also Cartoons
Sat. Matinee 2:30: 6:30-8:23
Suit. & Mon.. March 5, 6
••TWELI E O'CLOCK HIGH"
Gregory Peek. Hugh Marlows
I Rated Excellent
Slifl. Matinee .1 :00 ; 6:30-8:42
Tuesday. March 7
"A11.4,NDOVED"
kk O'Keefe. Gale Storm
\lso owledies.
6:30-8:23
Wed. & Thurs., March 8. 9
Double Feature
t. 30-9:02
"TIIE BIG WHEEL"
Nlickey Rooney. Thomas
Mitchell
Plus
"HOLLYWOOD VARIETIES"
8:02
Robert Aida. Peggy Stewart
and others

Bijou and Opera House operate continuously from 1:30 to 11 o'clock.
Matinee Prices: 35t to 5 o'clock

1

b.
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The Maine Campus

Mail Bag

Published Thursdays during the college year by students of the Un,versity
of Maine. Subscription rate: 75c per semester. Local advertising rate: NJ,' per
column inch. Editorial and business offices 4 Fernald Hall. Telephone Extension
52. Member Associated Collegiate Press. Represented for national advertising
by National Advertising Service Inc., College Publisher's Representative, 420
Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Entered as second Class Matter at the Post
Office, Orono, Me.

Colby Moans—Again

Constructive Step Taken
The recent action of the Men's senate in dismissing eight
members for absenteeism brings home an important point: that
body is at least trying to organize itself for constructive work.
Long the object of campus-wide criticism and humor, the
Men's senate has, nevertheless, not been completely dormant.
Its proposal for the abolition of second semester final examinations for seniors is at present under consideration by the faculties. It it meets with approval, it will be one of the most important pieces of campus legislation seen in years.
The Men's Senate seems to be taking a big step forward.

A Worthy Cause
Last Monday the annual Good Will Chest drive opened at
the University.
e:F/ffilt
This year's goal has been set at $3,000, and each student
has been asked to contribute two dollars, if possible.
"You should do wall in this course, Miss Padden:
To the average student, two dollars is a lot to give; to
many it will be impossible. In this day and age a buck is a buck
no flatter how it is spent, and most of us are very reluctant to
give unless we ourselves get something from it in return.
Yet, if we stop and think just what the Good Will Chest
BY DICK Sr. JAMES
does, it shouldn't be too hard to shell out those two dollars that
I guess it's about time to take stock won the state championship, which,
were headed elsewhere. The Chest helps needy foreign and of things and pass out a few bunches according to the pre-season dope, was
American students: it helps crippled children: it sends money of orchids and onions to deserving supposed to go to Colby without much
to the Maine Cancer society: and it helps exchange students and parties. Orchid winners may collect of a struggle. It looks like the only
their prize at Miss Narcissus Snap- reward they'll get is congratulations.
displaced persons.
dragon's Weed nursery in Northern
Orchids also to General Romulo for
In the light of the chest's fine work, that goal of $3,000 Madagascar anytime in March after more than fulfilling his speaking enshouldn't be too hard to reach—with a little effort from the the 31st. Members of the Order of gagement here after he was forced to
the Onion can get their award in a postpone it from the original January
students. Dig deep.
.••

According To St. James

'The Bold, Unfettered Man'
When we left the Memorial gym last Thursday after hearing the President of the U.N. General Assembly speak, most of
us were thinking, and we were a little afraid. There was no
doubting the little Filipino's sincerity.
We will not forget his vivid word sketches of another
war—"power to turn this planet into a flaming, gaseous mass—
no war without the risk of annihilating the disputants and destroying the very earth which they inhabit—a virus so deadly
that seven ounces of it could exterminate the human race."
We have seen one war in the last decade, staggering in its
destruction and magnitude. And while the maimed l> vies anti
twisted minds are yet mending, we are faced with another one
quite beyond the reach of our imagination.
Rut we cannot tight again, says Mr. Romulo. and most of
us believe him. "We have to decide quickly to live t‘:gether as
good neighbors," he says,"or we forfeit our right to live at all."
No man can be sure, but no thinking man wou1,1 chance
disagreeing with him.
The ambassador said that "knowledge is truth and truth is
knowledge." If we are to achieve peace, the peoples of the world
must be educated to it. They must acquire the basic tools for
critical judgement.
This sounds so easy, but it will be a colossal task. As students we are accorded a privilege in helping with such an imperative job. Ours is a moral obligation to society itself. We
are told that we have a great advantage in a college education.
If this is true, then the world will look to us for guidance
in the next decade—and we cannot fail them.
The statesman's poem exemplifies the idea of truth which
we must strive for:
I bring you the voice of the hold, unfrettered man
The voice that will not die
Through this and other ages still to be
The price be blood and fire.
Larry Pinkham
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
John Stimpaon
BUSINESS MANAGER
ASSOCIATE EDITORS—Woody Bigelow, Don King, Bo! Snowman.
Harry Halley
ADVERTISING MANAGER
DEPARTMENTAL EDITORS—John Murphy (Sports); Marilyn Hoyt
(Society).
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hamburger at Pat's anytime if they've
got the price of the hamburger.
First we'll band out an orchid to
the Maine Radio Guild and everyone
else who's in on the big campaign to
start a radio station here at school.
It's a big proposition bnt it's a good
one also. And it's a sign that the students, at least, are progressive.
Another outfit which c:eserves an
orchid is the Flying Bears Club.
which went to work with little fanfare and bought itself an airplane.
You can't bestow orchids without
flipping a whole bouquet of them in
the direction of inn- newest champions,
the basketball team. They acquired a
new ciiach, learned his eystem and

date because of an illness. The little
soldier-statesman thrilled his audievce
with wisdom and eloquence. And
wItile we're on the subject, any student who was able to go to that assembly but didn't, deserves an onion.
Sludgey. of course, gets an orchid.
He got engaged to Cynthia Soupladle
last week after a whirlwind courtship.
They met on Thursday when they
bumped into each other while racing
for the next seat at the horseshoe
counter in the bookstore. It was love
at first sight. He sold his car and
engak,inent ring the next
boeght
day. The wedding is planned for the
frst Saturday after Sludgey saves
enoegh money.

The Dun Eck*
DY STEVE RILEY
CURIOSITY DEPT. We w•alder how come the hand had to pay I)r
some of the meals on their trip last
week end out of their own pockets,
and why, at the same time, metrhers
had to pay for meals that they weren't
eating in the University dining halls.
It seems evident that with a little
thought on somebody's part better arrangements could have been made.
And still on the snhject of money.
where is the gold coining from that is
going to send five members of the
student government to New Hamnshire for the week end?
If it comes out of the student activities fee—aivl a member of the senate
claims it does—will the results of
the trip be worth the expenditure involved? Or will it amount to little
more than a pleasure jaunt at our
expense? ... Many basketball fans
would like to know how "tradition"
could he the reason for the trustees'
decision not to let Maine play in the
New England Intercollegiate basketball tourney. This is the first year
that the school has had a good enough

hoop squad to b: invited to any tournament.
CAMPUS COPS. Park your car
outi de the bookstore for a minute or
two anti like as not when you come
wit there'll be a red ticket attached.
Frank or one of his boys has been on
the job. But let there he a mob scene
like that in front of the gym before
the Rhode Island game and there's
not a cop in sight.
Somebody in the middle of that
pushing, seething mass could have
been badly hurt.
Where were the campus cops? Out
putting little red tags on cars? Or
inside the gym keeping warm? Well,
it's water over the dam now : nobody
was hurt. luckily, but the whole affair
was so unnecessary. The athletic department. of conrse, has to share the
blame. There isn't any good reason
why the doors couldn't have been
opened earlier—the ticket collectors
were there and ready to go to work
;dwelt 15 minutes before the doors
were finally opened.

ucoE„an

To the Editor: Get out the weeping
towels, mother!
The Colby Echo, in its issue of
Feb. 23, had some interesting although not overly brilliant comments
on the recent Maine-Colby game, and
basketball in general. Some of the
remarks are worth noting.
In the first place, "It was not the
same Colby team that fumbled its way
to a victory over Northeastern that
took the floor against Maine. It was
a fighting, well-coordinated outfit
which, on any other night and on any
other court, might have run the Bears
into the planks. But Goddard was
just too hot and the Maine court eva
just too small."
As far as being hot was concerned,
there can be very little disagreement
on that point. However, it should be
remembered that Big Charlie had
several other pretty fair nights against
state and out-of-state competition.
Furthermore, Maine had five men
on the floor and for our money
they were all pretty torrid. They
would have been "up" for that game
whether it had been played here or
in Afghanistan.
As for the statement that Maine's
floor is too small, all we can say is
that the Echo must be referring to
the Women's gym. As far as we
know, the Memorial gym floor (not
the Fieldhouse) is as big as any in
the state. But we'd be glad to compare dimensions anytime.
Referring to the Maine FroshRicker game, the Echo said:
"We'd say offhand that our Frosh
would score one hundred points
against the Maine Cubs without working up a sweat. If this is any indication of Maine's basketball future, we'll
give twenty to one odds on every
Maine-Colby game for the next three
years." Predictions and more predictions. Well, if the soothsayers are as
accurate now as they have been in the
past, especially concerning the State
Series. Maine will have nothing to
worry about.
It was also stated that Colby fans
at the game were shocked by "an
exhibition of mass hysteria" from the
Maine fans. We'll admit it was the
greatest display of spirit seen here in
years. We need more like it. Furthermore. it couldn't have taken place
at a more opportune time.
To those prognosticators who predicted the state series in a walkaway
and shouted that the doormat hal
been sent back to Maine, we have
one thing to say:
Wait 'Till Next Year!
—WOODY BIGELOW
•
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Tokyo Correspondent
To the Editor: I wish to correspond
with a young American boy or girl
of my own age.
I am eighteen years of age and
working in an office of General MacArthur's headquarters in Tokyo.
Japan. as an interpreter.
I live in the outskirts of Tokyo. In
the evening. I am a student of a college. In the lessons, I like English.
Japanese. sociology, and history very
much, hut I have never liked mathematics. physics, and chemistry.
I am interested in ice skating and
collecting stamps all over the world.
I am interested also in changing
letters with friends in foreign lands.
I believe it is one of the best ways to
promote understanding between nations.
TAKESHI HA SHIMOTO
99. Yamato Cho,
Nakano Ku. Tokyo,
Japan
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Senators AWOL Theatre Group Masque Theatre
Once Too Often; Initiates 26;
Gives Leads
Eight Expelled Bricker Honored For Production
(Continued from Page One)

Twenty-six students were initiated
into the Maine Masque last week :n
constitutional elections procedure."
Those members being penalled an impressive ceremony in the Little
under this article have failed to attend
Theatre. Masque president Richard
enough meetings last semester to be
unable to make them up during the Buck led the annual initiation.
Professor Herschel L. Bricker. the
remainder of the school year.
group's
adviser, was presented with a
Robert Moran. off-campus senator,
proposed that dismissal action be taken gift for his 20 years of service to the
in compliance with the constitution. Masque.
The motion was moved and passed
Those initiated were the following:
without objection. New members are
Richard Ayotte. Gladys Armstrong,
to be elected immediately from those
wards which will lose representation Isabelle Burbank, Beverly Chadeayne,
Paul Choiniere. Jacob Dion, Marby this action.
Those expelled from office were: guerite Floyd. Sidney Folsom. Riva
George Ayers, No. Dorm #2; Robert Greenblat. David Hodgkins. EmmaBreton, Theta Chi; John Hawley, Phi Louise Ingraham, Philip Haskell.
Gamma Delta; 'William McLeod, Harry Henderson, William Heyne.
Sigma Nu; Earnest Moore. Off-cam- Barbara Hobbs, Paul Judkins, Dougpus: Robert Packard, No. Dorm lass Kneeland, Neil Littlefield. John
:-'711: John Royal. Off-Campus: and Longley. Alvan Mersky. Jerome
N•,rton Sinert, Tau Epsilon Phi.
Matus, Laurence Peabody, Donald
Spear, Donald Stevens. Joan Wiswell,
and Joseph Zabriskie.

Finals Question
Awaits Action

(Continued from Page One)
Stewart also said that the report
of last year's committee on final examinations had been passed in principle with minor changes in the wording still to be made.
This report in general seeks to
improve the examination and course
procedure by setting up standards to
be followed by the individual instrucOrs.
Those on the faculty committee are
Prof. Stewart, chairman, John Crawford. Winthrop Libby, and Matthew
McN eary.

Boston University
Lauds Debate Club
Although losing five out of six contests at the Boston University national
invitational debate tournament last
week end, the University of Maine debaters returned with a certificate of
merit presented to them by Boston
University.
Donald Waring and Robert Moran,
who represented the University, were
commended for "outstanding achievement in competition." The award is
presented to teams which were rated
"Yxcellent" or "superior" in the first
six rounds of the tournament.
During the first six rounds, the
Maine team was matched against New
York University, Dennison, Notre
Dame, Navy, George Washington, and
Georgetown. The championship was
won by Notre Dame.

University Calendar
THI:RSDA1, MARCH 2
SATURDAY, MARCH 4
Eastern Maine hamketball tournaEastern Maine basketball tournament, Memorial gym.
ment final, Memorial gym.
4 p.m.—Women's forum, North
9 a.m.—SAE convention, Louis
Estabrooke (B).
Oakes room.
7 p.m.—Agricultural club, 33
Indoor track, Northeastern v,
NVinslow hall.
Maine at Orono.
7 p.m.—Mrs. Maine Club, Merrill
4 p.m.—State prep school basketHall.
ball tournament final, Memorial
FRIDAY, MARCH 3
gym.
Eastern Maine ba.ketball tourna- SUNDAY, MARCH 5
ment
Memorial gym. 8,9, 10, 11 a.m.—Our Lady of
I p.m.—Fraternity pledging, Louis
Wisdom Chapel.
Oakes room.
11 a.m.—MCA Non-sectarian
2:30 p.m.—State prep school basservice, Little Theatre.
ketball tournament opens;
7 p.m.—Our Lady of Wisdom
Higgins.vs. Hebron, Mem 'Hal
Chapel,
gym.
MONDAY, MARCH 6
5 p.m.—Coburn vs. Kents Hill,
3:45 p.m.—Radio Guild tryouts,
Memorial gym.
275 Stevens hall.
Student and faculty athletic tickets
good for prep school tourney;
Sorority Pin Lost
not good for high school
tourney.
A Delta Zeta sorority pin with the
8 p.m.—Inter-fraternity council
name Eleanor L. Mower on the back
stag dance. Women's gym.
has been lost. The finder should
9 p.m.—Fiji island party, Phi
notify Eleanor Mower at the MCA
Gamma Delta.
building or call Bangor 2-1665.

FREESE'S 1EN'S SHOPS
MAIN STREET

BANGOR, MAINE
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Due to increased student interest,
the Square Dance club has this week
released information about their dances.
Although the dances are sponsored
by the club, they are open to all persons connected with the University.
Admission is five cents per dance, or
fifty cents a semester. The dances
are held from 7 until 8 p.m. every
Tuesday in the Women's gym.
Instruction is given at each dance
so that newcomers can hold their own,
and calling instruction is held after
every session.

Hair styles were discussed by
"Mickey," an Old Town hairdresser,
last night before members of the
Home Economics club in Merrill hall.
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Square Dances For
All On Tuesdays

The Maine Masque theatre has announced that Stephen Claflin, Beverly
Bouchard. Lynne Hatch, William
Heyne, and Dorothy McCann have
received leading roles in the forthcoming Masque production, "Green
Grow the Lilacs."
The supporting cast will consist of
Dwight Frye, Norman Anderson,
David Simonton, Edward McDermott, Jack Dion, Charles Loranger.
and a large group of dancers, singers.
and mob crowds. Paul Payson has
been named as stage manager.
A student matinee will be presented
Sat., March 25 at 2:30 p.m.
Tickets for the production will go
on sale this week, and may be obtained at 330 Stevens hall.
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• The iiile4t GABARDINE
Eporis shirt value a man
could ask for:
•Completely WASHABLE!
A smooth, rugged. washable gabardine sports shrt
in solid maroon, navy blue, forest green, fireman

red and other colors— that's "Gabanaro".
Good looking and long wearing. "Gabanaro is
an Arrow sports shirt you'll be proud to own. See
your Arrow dealer today!
85.95
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THE MAINE CAMPUS

Ore

Radio Stations Popular In Nation's Colleges;
Riflemen Win Maine Artist
Warm-Up Meet in New Exhibit National Organization Helps Set Up Groups
The Art department yesterday anThe Maine Rifle team came out on
top in a match recently with the nounced the opening of three new
Penobscot Rifle team of Bangor with exhibits, two in Carnegie hall and the
third in the Louis Oakes room
a score of 907 to 898.
Watercolors by Carol Bates, an unThe match was fired at the University range and was a warm up trained Gardiner, Me., artist, have
match for the coming New England been hung in the main gallery of
College Rifle League Championship Carnegie. In the adjoining Print
Room a group of unusual wood enmatches at Boston on March 11.
A strong MIT team will travel to I gravings by Paul Landacre is on disOrono on March 4 for a final league play.
The Louis Oakes room houses
match. If Maine wins they will have
made a clean sweep of all their regu- woodcuts and wood engravings of
lar league matches and have undis- religious subjects by the British illusputed possession of first place.
trator Philip Hagreen.

Pre-View of Spring!
t

gtie H. C.7• K. Store
BEAUTIFUL SPRING SWEATERS
Cardigans

$3.00

Slip-on Sweaters in Wool

52.19

Nylon Slip-on Sweaters

$3.00

All in the newest Spring Colors
Lime—Shocking Pink—Maize—White—Tangerine

By SID FOLSOM

This is the third in a series of
articles on the proposed radio station
at the University of Maine. The
series will be concluded next week.
With the expansion of colleges after
World War II, campus radio broadcasting has hit a new high. Returning veterans brought with them technical know-how and experimental
ideas, and college stations began
springing up in schools all over the
nation.
Not content to merely sit back and
listen to commercial broadcasts, radiominded college students have set up
low-power radio stations, operated
transmitters, and managed their own
programs. Music, sports, local and
national news, dramatic shows, and
special events programs are all enthusiastically received by student audiences.
More than fifty colleges have now
begun the operation of campus-wide
radio stations. Working with a system known as "wired wireless," these
stations combine low-powered transmitters with system of transmission
lines carrying programs over a limited
area.
Operating in this way, campus stations keep themselves outside the Federal Communications Commission's
definition of a "standard radio station." Required to keep their power
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with just the correct
.Oxford accent...
Nothing is more suited to Esquire's new "American
Informal" theme in men's wear than the traditional
college man's favorite ... the oxford button-dos Ti.
Casual, comfortable. Van Ileusen Button-downs are
tailored with the correct campus air. In whites, colors
Sand with wide-spread Van Britt and regular collar.
So ..."Button down, Winsocki, Button down"...
with Van Heusen! $3.65
A new shirt free if your Van Heusen shrinks out ofsize!
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MOC Will Clear
Aopalachian Trail

This Sunday the Maine Outing club
will sponsor a trail-clearing party on
1 the Appalachian trail. The MOC
I maintains a twelve-mile section of the
I Maine-to-Georgia hiking trail.
I Both girls and boys are needed to
get this section in shape before the
I
175•181 E;<ciaancle Street • bancior
thaw makes it impossible to
spring
1
ii I continue work. Cars, provided by the
• I Outing club, will leave the bookstore
I"t1/13/1/LNAINVVIAAN'AMAAVIAIVINLVVVVVVVVVVVVVVINWINVVVVINVW1
5
I at ():BO a.m.. returning in early evening. Breakfast and lunch will be
1 provided.
Those interested should deposit
•i $2.00 in the MOC box in the hood:store before 4:00 p.m. Friday.
I Last week end the MOC skiers
found excellent conditions at the
i Colby Ontine club ski area.
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IBS is acting as an agency between
college stations and national advertisers which are interested in the campus markets. Some stations have developed their advertising income to
such an extent that it provides for
wide expansion of their facilities and
makes it unnecessary for the stations
to depend on college funds for existence.
Plans are underway for many new
campus stations throughout the country, urged by the interest of students
as well as professional radio organizations. Many radio stations express a
preference for hiring college graduates
who have had the practical training
which is afforded by these stations.
The campus radio station is finding
its place in many colleges as a vital
part of student activities. It aids the
campus newspaper in informing the
student body, and cooperates with the
administrations by stating policies and
making announcements.
Carrying music, news, and sports,
the stations appeal to student audiences far more than remote professional stations. The idea of college
broadcasting has received the approval
of most colleges which have tried it,
from the standpoint of student interest
as well as practical training.

Van Heusen dealers in Bangor
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so low that transmission cannot be
picked up more than 200 feet from
any part of the system, the stations
use long transmission lines which
bring the system of wires within
listening distance of most radios on
campus.
Many of the wired systems are
simply power transmission lines which
carry the programs nicely and reach
all parts of the campus. This kind of
Radio broadcasting is easily arranged
and does not conflict with the regular
use of the power lines.
Campus stations of this sort are
relatively inexpensive to set up, and
can be operated free from many of
the restrictions which FCC applies to
more powerful radio stations.
A national association known as the
Intercollegiate Broadcasting System
has organized a central clearing house
for program ideas, station plans, and
exchanges of music and scripts.
Campus stations can get help from
IBS in solving their problems, and
helping to put their broadcasting on
an efficient and practical basis.
The IBS has done much to further
college broadcasting. New stations
may apply to the association for help
in getting started, and for arranging
contacts with professional radio and
business organizations.
Many stations sell advertising time
to businesses, and a department of

NEU

YORK

I, N. Y.

8171
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Of Radio Guild Show
"Don't Make Me Laugh." written by
production supervisor Rill Mincher,
will be the Radio Guild broadcast
March 5. at 10:30 p.m. on WI.P.Z.
The script deals with the ever nerveracking practical joker and the harm
that he can do.
Directed by Bob Poulin, the cast
will include Al Weymouth. John
Thayer. Bertha Norris, and Wakefield McGorrill.
Bob Colby will act as assistant
director: Barbara Hobbs will handle
music and Eleanor Newhook will be
in charge of sound.

Newman Address Given
By Miss Carol Jackson
Miss Carol Jackson. co-editor of
Integrity. lay Catholic magazine, discussed her work in the field of Catholic action before members of the Newman club and guests last night in
Newman hall.
The Wisconsin-born editor spoke
of her work on the magazine which
devotes itself to such problems as industrialism, morality and art, peace,
social work, secularism and medicine.
Pat Rozzi, Newman club president,
introduced the speaker following the
opening prayer by the Rev. Francis
LeTourneau, club chaplain.
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Track Team Opposes Northe stern Saturday

JOHN MURPHY

Nine Marks Fall
As Springfield
roses To Bears

•
The University of Maine basketball
team has officially finished its 1949-50
season. But there's still time for a
post-mortem.
The state rha mpion Bears
rolled to 13 wi ns while dropping
!
only six games and earned themA surprisingly strong Pale
selves a hid to the New England
having successfully defended
Intercollegiate basketball tourna- its position in the senior division of
Blue track squad will attempt to
ment at New Britain, Conn.. on the International Ski union, the Unimake it three in a row Saturday
March 6.
versity ski team will send three men
when it meets an always threatSounded like a nice reward for the to the Berlin (N.H.) jumping carniening Northeastern cinder team
boys who compiled one of the best val this Sunday.
in the fieldhouse.
records in the school's history. And
According to winter snorts coach
Coach Chet Jenkins' crew has
the won-loss record doesn't show that Ted Curtis, the Berlin event is one
shown up far better than preonly seven points separated Maine of the biggest jumping meets in the
season expectations in winning
from a pair of wins over Rhode Island. east and will attract some of the best
their first two outings and should
The tournament has gone by performers in the country.
be able to make it a rough afternoon
the board, the suits have been put To Represent Maine
for the Huskies, who hold a 93-24
On the way down is 'Maine
away and dissatisfaction is in the
Representing Maine will be Bill pole vaulter Bill McLeod after
verdict over Bates.
air.
Cummings, Dick Dweller and Gray- a rest on the cross bar. 3.1cMeet Records Fall
It seems that the University don Erickson. a promising newcomer. Leod's vault did not quite get
In last week end's clash with
has a long-standing rule that we
Curtis said that these boys will him over. The varsity letterSpringfield, in which nine meet recshall "not extend athletic compe- compete against such jumpers as the man placed second in the event
ords were bettered. three Bears took
tition in any sport beyond the great Chris Mohn, winner at Middle- behind Brain of Springfield
firsts for the second straight meet to
bury last week and second at the who set a new met record at 12
regularly scheduled contests."
lead Maine to a 74-52 win.
The quotes are from a statement Federation Internationale do Ski at feet. Griswold of Springfield
Joe Pruett, in the 65-yard low
placed third behind McLeod.
issued by the Dean of Men's office in Aspen. Colo.
hurdles, Jerry Haynes in the broad
answer to the tourney feeler.
In this Berlin-sponsored contest last The pole vault record was one
jump and Floyd Milbank in the shot
year,
This ruling was affirmed at a meetthe Maine team, sparked by the of nine to fall during the dual
put, were the repeaters.
—_Vcho1 Photo
ing last week of the Board of Trus- outstanding Cummings, gave an ex- meet.
Pruett captured his event in 7.7
tees.
cellent showing of itself.
s_conds, tying the meet record. Pupa
The announcement of the refusal
The Pale Blue have been asked to
of Springfield was second and Beal
appeared in last Saturday's papers the Colby Invitation jumping Saturof Maine was third.
and was read then by members of the day afternoon. According to Curtis.
Haynes, who leaped over 24 feet
basketball squad in Vermont.
the three jumpers going to Berlin ma
against New Hampshire, jumped 22 ft.
It seems that the boys on the stop off long enough to compete.
8 in. for a new meet record. Leighton
-quad had been hoping for a
At Middlebury last week end.
of Maine was sec md and the visitor's
After losh:g a !heartbreaking 51-48
tourney bid and the announce- Maine placed sixth in the ISU meet, I decision to Rhode Island
Elliot took third.
because of ,
I
ment took the wind out of their defeating many of the Nation's I missed foul shots, the Maine
A 44 foot toss enabled Milbank to
Bears 1
By Boa LORD
sail.. Against Vermont, the team strongest teams by racking up 527.7 I split their last two games of
edge
out Guild of the Gymnasts and
the sea- I
had the attitude that it didn't points as compared to Middlebury's son by soundly trouncing New HarmUniversity of Maine baseball candi- give the Bears a first in the 16 pound
matter very much how the game winning total of 570.82.
shire. 66-45. and then dropping a tilt dates are continuing rugged practice hammer.
ended.
Retain ISU Rating
sessions at the fieldhouse in prepara- Gymnasts Score Sweeps
to Vermont. 52-41.
Alp! my opinion. among many
As a result of placing sixth, the
At New Hampshire. Charlie God- tion for a stiff spring slate which. opens
Springfield captured three places in
others, is that they were right
Bears retained their rating, while the dard parch the Bears' attack. The the last of this month with a sevenboth the high jump, probably the JenChecking with Ted Curtis, faculty last three of the 11 competing teams towering Maine center hit the strings game southern tour.
kinsmen's weakest event, and the 50manager of athletics, brought the in- were dropped to the junior division. for a total of 21 points as the RankinThirty-one men remain following the ; yd. dash. Maine swept the 45 yard
formation that the Maine conference The two top teams of the junior di- men led throughout in the contest to first cuts in the squad which at first ; high hurdles with Dick LeClair,
and the Yankee conference also look vision were raised to the senior win going away.
. calls numbered over 75. The number Blaine Beal, and Scotty Webster finaskance on such post-season contests. bracket.
In the final set-to of the regular sea- includes 14 batterymen. 11 infielders, ; ishing in that order.
In the cross-country event, Dick son. the Pale Blue forces were stopped and a half dozen outfielders.
When questioned about his feelings
Once more the weights were a
on a tournament. Coach Doc Rankin Dwelley placed second out of a field by Vermont in a game that ;narked
Apparently pleased with the show- ; Maine strong point as two Bears
of 54, finishing one minute behind the first time in the history of the ; ing of his men, Coach Milo "Mike"
replied with a "no comment."
placed in each of the three events. BeThis year's basketball squad. Dick Armstrong of New Hamnshire. 5,:!iools that the two clubs have met on Lude has been putting in long hours sides Nlilbank's victory, Vaughn TotBill Cummings was fourth in the the basketball court.
every day at the fieldhouse in order man won the discus throw and Dick
definitely one of the finest in the
Maine nulled away to a 21-17 lead to get the diamond hopefuls in top Gordon copped the 35 pound weight
school's history, deserves a tourn- junn.ing with a leap of I 1 fect. Chris
ament bid. The players have Mohn, rated as the ton college jumper at the end of the first 29 minutes, but shape.
event.
the beginning of the second half
As !nide points out. the biggest
worked harder and 1((((ger. by in the country, won with 182 feet.
Cminnings also placen twelfthin the
I Iki_at for the P.,ars who were drawback at the present time is the
far, than any team in the past
!I
;or several minutes lack of space for sufficient infield pracfour years and have earned the downhill event, being one of the rar ••
Vermont snapped 1/ straight tiCC. "But we're,. getting in plenty of %—
la in such
u
right to phi'
a mrena- to break the trail record. The w';
was Porky Griffin. Canadian
throrgh the hoop.
hitting, practice, the amiable Bear ;
mem as the New Britain one.
By MARTHA PRATT
•.
Charlie Goddard was again high ! coach asserted. "and when the indoor
The 1)0)1i:its. resulting from such skier, while Colvn Stewart. •
The Weasels have maintained their
for the Bears with an even dozen track season is over, we'll be able to
a move certainly wouldn't hurt the mouth Olympic team mem!)
of top position in class basketball
i
hold
second.
points.
(Continued on Page Eight)
competition. This senior class team
There is also a drive underfoot to
seems determined to be victorious in
get more good athletes to come to
the tournament this season. Of course,
'Maine. Such a nolicy which elimithere mcy be a dark horse in this race
nates any post-season rewards for
for top honors but with only a week
tic squads will never act as an
remaining. the outcome seems quite
-,•eincnt to athletes.

Skiers To Jum p
At Berlin;
Retain
ISU Statiding

RankinmenSo!it eaf;e1.-7:all Sal../ad
Two Road Tilts Drills For Early
so ir ng Trip

Women s Spot:FT]

1 poll of basketball squad 11111•111I am curtain, shim
1)cr.
a I 0017c affirmative for the acceptance of a tourney bid.
m
bes
e get in step with the ties
and rid ourselves of a few athletic "blue laws." Let's 'make the
University of Maine an athletic
factor outside of Maine.
Eight eastern Maine high schools
and four prep schools will gather here
this week end for tournament play.
The prep teams will play Friday afterum
o, with the championship game set
for Saturday afternoon.
These teams have a tournament
berth in sight all season long as a reward for a good year.
They had better enjoy the tourneys
now because if they go to Maine all
they'll have is a rejection slip and a
pat on the back.

certain.

Springfield sweeps the 50-yard dash in last Saturday's meet in the fieldhouse. Elliott. at
right, is shown breaking the tape in 5.6 seconds to tie the mete record. Davis, left, placed second
and Coombs, center, completed the sweep of the first three places for the Gymnasts. Maine won
the meet, 74-52. for its second straight indoor triumph.
—Newhall Photo

Friday. March 3-3:30 p.m..
Skunks vs. Lions 4:30 p.m. practice,
officials club.
Saturday, March 4-9:30 a.m.,
Cubs vs. Tigers.
Monday. March 6-3:30 pm.,Lions
vs. N'easels.
Saturday 15 girls from the University participated in a Playday with
Bates and Colby colleges at Colby.
Miss Teresa Shelton was the faculty
advisor of the group. An excellent
program of badminton and basketball
was presented. Round-robin and intercollege tournaments were held in
each sport. The Bates and Maine
groups were luncheon guests at the
Colby dormitory.
Basketball season is coming to a
close with the final game next
Wednesday afternoon.
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General Senate Basebaii Squad Continues Drills Co-Eds Invited To WSGA Meet
For Seven-Game Southern Trip
Constitution
To Be Revised
get a
All women students are invited to
an open meeting of the \\*omen's Student Government association next
Tuesday evening at 7:30
A mock case will be the feature of
the meeting, which ill also include

(Continued from Page Seven)

The Student Constitution committee
of the General Senate yesterday indicated that the new constitution will
result in a general reorganization of
student government.
Tentative plans call for the splitting
up of student government into legislative, judicial, and executive departments. A student "bill of rights"
which will guarantee certain privileges and immunities to members of
the student body is being formulated.
Committee chairman Bob Moran
has emphasized that "this constitution
isn't merely a coordination of the constitutions of the present rules for student government. It is much more.
In many respects it will resemble the
constitution of the United States. It
will be a constitution for the student
body—not merely for student government."
In addition to Moran, the members
of the committee are Margaret Murray, Dwight Demeritt, Joan McKaig.
Shirley Look, Phil Ward, and
Howard Foley.

On this trip Maine will meet WashCollege, Howard University,
ington
lot of infield work."
I
,
Hampden-Sydney,
Norfolk Naval
Among those men who have shown
Base, Norfolk Naval Air Station, and
up especially well so far, Lude singled
out pitchers Reggie Hall, Frank Nick- Western Maryland in that order. The
erson, Marty Dow, Ernie Martikainen, Pale Blue will play a twin bill with •
and Jack Whitmore. Only Dow was i the Norfolk Naval Base.
! Those who survived first cuts are
a regular starter last season.
A pair of sophomores, Roland listed as follows:
Pitchers: Ken Abbott, Bob Breton,
"Shimmy" Charmard and Merrill
"Red" Wilson, were also in for a word Dan Brady, Marty Dow, Reggie Hall,
of praise by Lude. Charmard is an Ernie Martikainen, Tex Maynard,
infielder while Wilson is trying for a ' Ken Miller, Frank Nickerson, and
Jack 'Whitmore.
starting berth as a backstop.
Catchers: Bob Davidson, Merrill
The squad has been strengthened by
the addition of he members of the Wilson, Mel Doble, and Dan Ribbons.
Infielders: John Cella, Roland
basketball squad. Lowell Osgood, Vic
Chamard,
Ralph Clark, Jim DeLois,
Woodbrey, John Leathers, John Bradley, and Beryl Leach have all reported George Gray, Fred Lachapelle, William Leader, Reggie Lord, George
for practice.
I.ude expects to make a further cut Reed, Leo LeClerc, and Nundi Roin his squad in about a week. The mano.
team will be cut to a minimum for
Outfielders: Linc Gordon, Garth
the southern trek, the first for the Folsom, Dick Bouchard, Carl Wight,
Bears in many years.
Joe Nickless, and Clyde Douglas.

•

a discussion of the point system and
a new method of electing house presidcnts.
\Vomen attending the meeting as
observers may take part in the discussions.

•

11111S01 ACHIEIEMEIT A1%111111
For the week of February 27, 1950

To

BILL CUMMINGS
A T0
For his outstanding performance in the Ski Meet
at the Middlebury Winter Carnival

The recipient of this award is entitled to

set

$2.00 PERSONAL CLEANING SERVICE
ABSOLUTELY FREE

ton
wit

HILLSON CLEANERS
18 Mill Street

Orono 647

•

At SYRACUSE and Colleges and Universities

Home Ec Executives
Go To Conference

throughout the country CHESTERFIELD

Dr. Louise Stedman and Dr. Mary
Clayton left Friday. Feb. 24, for New
York City. They will attend a conference of technical workers in experiment stations and heads of home
economics departments in land grant
colleges administering research.
Dr. Stedman is head of the home
economics department here while Dr.
Clayton is nutritionist in the depart:rent.
From New York. Dr. Stedman will
go to Washington, D. C.. for the
North Atlantic Regional Teacher
Training conference. She is on the
program committee which is planning
the conference, and she will also participate on a panel discusi•ing educational research studies in home economics.

is the largest-selling cigarette.*
WILLIAM LUNDIGAN
Famous Syracuse Alumnus, says:
"You know, thousands of words are being
written every day. When it comes to
Chesterfields, the words that I like best
are short and simple...they're MILDER
and THEY SATISFY."

STARRING IN

Lambda Chi Elects

"OH, DOCTOR"

The following officers have been
elected by Lambda Chi Alpha for the
corning year:
Herbert Griffin, president; Dunk
Carson, vice president; Larry Cobb,
treasurer; Harry Henderson. secretuy ; and Cliff Card, rush chairman.

A 20th CENTURY-FOX
PRODUCTION

9•

Go to the Penny Carnival in the
Women's gym, March 10.

•

FINE ARTS BUILDING
SYRACUSE UNIV.

For all those interested

Ve

•••I•••

in Maine
R.P.T. Coffin's new book
will be out this
Friday, March 3rd.
MAINE DOINGS
This is his own appealing
eiew of his beloved state
packed with humor,
autobiography, philosophy,
and action.
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We will al.o he carrying

Senc

MAGAZINES
and a complete line of
POCKET BOOKS
Come in and
browse around

Betts Bookstore
2 Mill St., Orono

•

l'ulifHESTERFIELD
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MEN IN SPORTS
MTH THE HOLLYWOOD STARS
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